Genetic association of PLCE1, C11orf92-C11orf93, and NOC3L with colorectal cancer risk in the Han population.
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is a common malignant tumor that is influenced by an interaction between genetic and environmental factors. Currently, the inherited factors of CRC are unclear. Our study selected 19 tag single nucleotide polymorphisms (tSNPs) to investigate whether they were associated with CRC in the Han population. In this Han Chinese case-control study, we genotyped 203 CRC cases and 296 controls using Sequenom MassARRAY technology and analyzed their associations with CRC using χ(2) tests, SNPStats software, and SHEsis software. Based on χ(2) tests, PLCE1 -rs2077218, rs11187877 (p = 0.049) and C11orf92-C11orf93-rs3802842 (p = 0.023) correlate with CRC risk. In the genetic model analyses, we found the genotype "CC" of rs3802842 in C11orf92-C11orf93 may significantly increase CRC risk in the recessive model (p = 0.0071), whereas "GT" of rs17109928 in NOC3L may decrease the risk in the over-dominant model (p = 0.0091). Using SHEsis software, we found PLCE1 and NOC3L are strongly linked, and the "GCCATTCTGTC" haplotype may increase the risk of CRC (p = 0.049). We found three genes (PLCE1, C11orf92-C11orf93, and NOC3L) are associated with CRC susceptibility. In combination with previous reports, our results suggest that these genes may be associated with CRC in the Han population.